Quiz Creation: Step 3
Edit Quiz Canvas
Add Questions: Step 3 in the Quiz Creation Process
Once you have assembled questions in Moodle and created a quiz shell, you're ready for the final step: adding
questions to your quiz.
1. Create a test bank.
2. Create a quiz shell and set options for how and when the quiz is deployed.
3. Edit the quiz canvas to add questions from your categories to the quiz shell.
Once the quiz settings are complete, you're ready to
add questions to the quiz canvas. To add questions, you
need to edit the quiz.
1. Open the quiz link, if necessary, then click on the
Edit quiz button or on the quiz admin gear, then
select Edit quiz (Edit settings will take you back to
the quiz shell and the test deployment settings.)
2. On the Editing quiz page, click on Add to display
your options for adding questions.
 To add a NEW QUESTION to the quiz, click on + a
new question, then follow these instructions
for creating a question from scratch. (Note:
We recommend creating questions in
categories rather than creating them directly
in your quiz for greater flexibility.)


To add SPECIFIC QUESTIONS to the quiz—
recommended for midterms and final
exams—click on + from question bank and
select the desired category from the pulldown menu at the top of the dialogue box.
Questions from the selected category will be
displayed on your screen. Use the check box
at the top of the column to select all of the
questions or choose individual questions. (To
preview a question, click on the magnifying
glass icon on its right.) When you have
chosen all of the questions you wish to add,
click on Add selected questions to the quiz
to return to the quiz canvas.
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To add a RANDOM BLOCK of questions to the quiz—
recommended for reading quizzes and routine tests
with multiple attempts—click on + a random
question and select the desired category from the
pull-down menu at the top of the dialogue box.
Use the pull-down menu to choose the number of
random questions to add. Select up to 10 or
multiples of 10 questions at a time. (You may need
to add more than one random block in order to get
the total number of questions you need, e.g., one
batch of 10 plus a second batch of 5 for a total of 15
questions—but don't choose more questions than
you have in the category!)
Click on the Add random question button to add the questions to the quiz canvas.

3. Once you have selected questions, you'll be returned to the quiz canvas as shown below—specific
questions in the image on the left, random questions on the right—where you can:
 review the total number of points possible and adjust the maximum grade (quizzes default to 100
points—see below) and Save,
 add new questions or select another question bank to pull in more questions,
 drag and drop questions to reposition them,
 delete a single question,
 click on an insert page break icon to move questions to a new page, and
 revise the points possible for any item.
If you choose specific questions, select the Shuffle option if you wish. You can also edit an individual
question or preview it. (You can edit a question at any time, even after students have taken a quiz.)

Adjust Maximum Grade
Regardless of the number of points assigned to each question, Moodle will automatically scale the value of
each question up or down based on the Maximum grade setting. In these examples, the face value of the
questions is 32, while the quiz itself is set for 100 points. To manually adjust the point value for an individual
question, click on the pencil in the box next to the question, type in the new value, and click on [Enter].
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Delete Questions
If you need to remove questions from a quiz,
click on the Select multiple items button. Next,
select the specific questions you want to delete
or click on the Select all link, then click on the
Delete selected button.
Preview Quiz & Verify Settings
Click on the name of the quiz in the breadcrumb
trail at the top of the page to open the quiz link.
Click on the quiz admin gear, then click on
Preview to see how your test will look to
students. If you randomize your questions or use
random blocks, preview it multiple times to see
how it changes.
Verify or change the quiz settings (e.g., time limit, open and close dates, etc.) by clicking on the quiz admin
gear, then Edit settings. Click on Edit quiz to make changes to the questions.
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